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Serials Cataloging Handbook: An Illustrative Guide to the Use of AACR2R and LC rule interpretations is a valuable resource for those involved in serials cataloging. The handbook provides an illustrative guide to the use of AACR2R and LC rule interpretations, alongside notes used in AACR2 serials cataloging, an illustrative guide to the use of AACR2 and LC rule interpretations. It covers different rules for descriptive cataloging used to create the record (other than those specifically in AACR2R and LC rule interpretations), and different rules for descriptive cataloging that are specifically in AACR2R and LC rule interpretations. The handbook also includes a problem-centred approach, illustrations of rule interpretation, and samples of descriptors used in AACR2 serials cataloging. It is an essential guide for those involved in serials cataloging.
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